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Timely Farm Questions
Answered at N. C. State
_

Question:

Do

you

have

;

In this startling trick, the magician seemingly pushes a huge
threaded needle through the body of an assistant, pulling the
needle out the other side, followed by the thread.

any

printed information about how to
'spray fruit trees?
The Agricultural
Yes.
Answer:
Extension Service has a spray calendar for apples and a spray calendar for peaches, telling exactly the
and
sprays needed through the year
A card to
how they are prepared.
the agricultural editor at State Colof the
lege will bring each or both
calendars free of charge.

BXPLANATIONs
Under the clothes of the victim is a pipe, extending around one
side of his body from front to back. The needle, which is flexible,
is inserted in the front end of the pipe, is carried around the
body and emerges from the pipe in back. This operation is performed so quickly that the audience does not notice that the
needle and thread are momentarily shortened during the act.
Souses: "Magic Stage Illusions and Scientific Diversions
by Albert A. Hopkins... Munn A Co.

Question: How many eggs should
I set to be sure I have 100 new pulis
lets in my flock after culling
done?
Generally, you may exAnswer:
60
percent of all eggs to hatch
pect
and unless you have some serious
disease outbreak you will raise 80
hatched.
chicks
percent of the
Therefore, out of every 100 eggs
of
set, you should get 60 chickens
cockbo
Will
one-half
about
which
The final flock, of. course,
erels.
will depend on the severity of cull25
ing but one should get at least
from every 120 to 130

"

It’s fun

be fooled
...it’s more fun to KNOW
to

We like tricks...but we prefer to keep
them out of business.
Here’s one that’s interesting...The
illusion that by some obscure magic certain cigarettes are "cooler" than others.
the explanation: Coolness is determined by the speed of burning. Fresh
cigarettes bum slowly. They’re cool.
Parched, dry cigarettes bum fast.
They’re hot.
Camels are carefully wrapped in
moisture-proof cellophane... in the fa-

—

air-tight Humidor Pack. Camels
cool because they’re fresh.
A cigarette blended from choice nonirritating tobaccos also gives a cooler
effect than one that is harsh and acrid.
The finer the tobacco the less irritating
it is, and therefore the “cooler.”

mous,
are

It is a fact, well known by
leaf tobacco experts, that
Camels are made from finer,
MORE EXPENSIVE tobaccos than
any other popular brand.
^

This is why Camels

are

cool and mild,

non-irritating—full of flavor. This is
why Camels have given more pleasure
to more people than any other cigarette

good pullets

eggs set.

made. It’s the tobacco that counts.
Keep the famous welded Humidor
Pack on your Camels. It assures you
a fresh, cool smoke.
ever

Does land wash more
Question:
summer?
than„in
winter
in
cropped
Because most
Answer:
to
land in North Carolina is planted
is
erosion
crops,
cultivated
cleanly
greatest/in this State during the

_NO TRICKS

The Soil Erosion
months.
Farm at Statesville is studying this
information
question and definite
can be secured from the Superintendent, Mr. J. M. Snyder.
summer

M.
Since the fire at Sparta, Mrs. R.
sewing
Osborne has moved her
room to the basement of Warren
Hardware Store and will do any
reasonable
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Deceased.
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of
Senator
the
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treasury;
Alleghany County.
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Under and
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=====
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of
trust executed by D. C. Spurlin and general; Miss Frances Perkins,
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of
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which
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Having qualified as Administra- in a certain deed of trust executed
page
duly recorded in Book 14,
J. Harlow Halsey by Elta Richardson, to the under214, office of the Register of Deeds tor of the estate of
is
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hereby given to signed, trustee, on Jan. 30, 1928, redeceased,
default
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of
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sehaving been made in the note
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cured by
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mand having been made on the un- signed within
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to
dersigned
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recovery.
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of
will on the 8th day
March, 1933,
This January 30, 1933.
Sparta, N. C., offer for sale to the
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R. C. HALSEY.
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Administrator.
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ing described tract of land:
in said County, at 11:00 o’clock A.
Adjoining the lands of T. G. and
M., the following described land:
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waters of
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We the undersigned Executors of to a
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to D. C. Spurlin by deed dated 15th
W. P. Fender, deceased, under and poles to a stake in the J. E. Moxley
day of August 1901, by Eli Spurlir
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and wife, Charity Spurlin,
and testament of
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deed is recorded in office of the the last will
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for
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Register of Deeds
fer for sale at public auction to the 67%. West 9 poles with road to
ounty in Book 29, Page 309, and
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lie tract of land conveyed to D. C, highest, bidder the following
cribed land:
stake; North 53, WeAt 15 poles with
and
wife
Blevins
V.
W.
Spurlin by
about
thirty-eight road to stake; North 60%, West 18
Containing
July
by deed dated 21st day of
1919, which deed is recorded in of- acres, more or less, and adjoining poles with road to stake; North 12,
ice of Register of Deeds, for Alle- the lands of C- S. Wall, T. C. Black, West 5 poles with road to stake;
Charlie North 23%, East 12 poles with road
-lva-iv Coniitv in Book 32. Page 109, Troy Cox. Bell Cox and
the
W.
P.
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This
being
Phipps.'
and
record
of
which
deeds
to both
made der old home place, except the part to a chestnut: North 72, East 13 1-3
thereof reference, Is hereby
beginning, containing 10
for a more complete and specific des- of said land allotted to Mrs. Myrtle poles to
Fender, said Bale will be held on acres more or less.
cription.
This, Feb. 8, 1933.
March
4;
the premises Saturday,
This 4th day of Feb., 1933.
C. G. RICHARDSON,
1933. 12 o’clock, and said sale will
R. F. CROUSE,
Trustee.
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